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in The
The Weekend.
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by Danielle
Danielle Martin
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Mayor’s recreation centre video raises eyebrows

CURIOUS?

By Lisa
Lisa Gervais
Gervais
dent By
youʼll
Dysart incumbent
incumbent mayor
mayor Murray
Murray Fearrey
Fearrey
Dysart
has generated
generated interest
interest this
this week
week by
by posting
posting
has
edit the
video to
to his
his Facebook
Facebook re-election
re-election page
page
aa video
talking
about
a
future
recreation
centre
for
about a future recreation centre for
the
township.
n youtalking
buy
a
the township.
In the
the professionally-produced
professionally-produced clip,
clip,
In
replete
with
architectural
drawings,
Fearrey
replete
with
architectural
drawings,
Fearrey
n Egg!says,
says, “if
“if there’s
there’s ever
ever been
been aa time
time as
as aa
municipality to
to develop
develop aa comprehensive
comprehensive
municipality

recreation centre
centre the
the time
time is
is now.”
now.”
recreation
The mayoral
mayoral candidate
candidate goes
goes on
on to
to say
say it
it
The
would take
take care
care of
of the
the needs
needs of
of the
the entire
entire
would
community, especially
especially families
families who
who have
have
community,
been travelling
travelling to
to neighbouring
neighbouring towns
towns to
to
been
use their
their recreational
recreational facilities.
facilities.
use
Later in
in the
the video,
video, Fearrey
Fearrey walks
walks on
on aa
Later
65-acre
parcel
of
township-owned
land
off
65-acre parcel of township-owned land off
of Harburn
Harburn Road,
Road, near
near the
the cemetery,
cemetery, saying
saying
of
the site
site is
is ripe
ripe for
for development.
development.
the
He concludes
concludes with,
with, “I
“I have
have the
the confidence
confidence
He
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in this
this community
community we
we can
can do
do what
what we
we want
want
in
to do
do when
when we
we all
all pull
pull together.”
together.”
to
The Highlander
Highlander asked
asked Fearrey
Fearrey if
if he
he had
had
The
ever
discussed
his
plans
with
township
staff
ever discussed his plans with township staff
or council
council colleagues.
colleagues. The
The paper
paper also
also asked
asked
or
if there
there was
was any
any substance
substance to
to Fearrey’s
Fearrey’s
if
vision, including
including studies
studies or
or costings.
costings.
vision,
Fearrey replied
replied in
in an
an e-mail,
e-mail, “of
“of course
course it
it
Fearrey
lacks aa lot
lot of
of detail.
detail. It’s
It’s aa concept
concept and
and an
an
lacks
idea if
if elected
elected II would
would pursue
pursue with
with staff
staff and
and
idea
council.”
council.”
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He said
said the
the land
land was
was bought
bought for
for gravel
gravel
He
deposits and
and has
has been
been worked
worked for
for many
many
deposits
years but
but is
is not
not being
being used
used now.
now.
years
“I think
think people
people are
are trying
trying to
to analyze
analyze aa
“I
concept like
like it’s
it’s aa proposal
proposal and
and searching
searching
concept
for details
details that
that will
will unfold
unfold if
if aa new
new council
council
for
sees the
the merit
merit in
in it.
it. And,
And, it
it cannot
cannot be
be aa
sees
burden on
on taxpayers.
taxpayers. At
At this
this point,
point, it
it is
is
burden
something, if
if elected,
elected, II will
will pursue
pursue in
in aa
something,
progressive businesslike
businesslike public
public process.”
process.”
progressive
Andrea Roberts,
Roberts, who
who is
is running
running against
against
Andrea
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TERYX4 LE
MATRIX CAMO GRAY

HALIBURTON RPM
(705)457-1473
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(705)454-3372

TERYX4 LE
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TERYX AND MULE

MATRIX CAMO GRAY

have a three-year factory warranty

FINANCE
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LE

WEDGEWOOD RPM
(705)489-2320

MATRIX CAMO GRAY

AS LOW AS

0% for 36 months

MATRIX CAMO GRAY

POWERFUL LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

PREMIUM S

The powerful, liquid-cooled, 783cc SOHC, 4-valve-percylinder fuel-injected V-twin engine supplies maximum
power and torque on demand, delivering the muscle to
conquer a wide variety of terrain.

Teryx Side-x-S
piggyback ga
shocks. Indep
comfort over

POWERFUL LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

PREMIUM SUSPENSION

COMFORT

The powerful, liquid-cooled, 783cc SOHC, 4-valve-percylinder fuel-injected V-twin engine supplies maximum
power and torque on demand, delivering the muscle to
conquer a wide variety of terrain.

Teryx Side-x-Sides are equipped with FOX Podium 2.0
piggyback gas-charged high-performance front and rear
shocks. Independent A-arms ensure superior traction and
comfort over uneven terrain.

Teryx Side-x-S
back bucket s
doors, and DC
features centr
for additional
accessory au

MEGA CASH REBATES AS HIGH AS

$900

or free winches on some models.
See in store for details.
BRUTE FORCE 750 4X4i EPS SE
ATOMIC SILVER

CONQUER THE WORLD’S TOUGHEST TERRAIN
POWERFUL LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

PREMIUM SUSPENSION

COMFORT

The powerful, liquid-cooled, 783cc SOHC, 4-valve-percylinder fuel-injected V-twin engine supplies maximum
power and torque on demand, delivering the muscle to
conquer a wide variety of terrain.

Teryx Side-x-Sides are equipped with FOX Podium 2.0
piggyback gas-charged high-performance front and rear
shocks. Independent A-arms ensure superior traction and
comfort over uneven terrain.

Teryx Side-x-Sides come equipped with stadium-style highback bucket seats, adjustable sliding driver seat, hinged
doors, and DC outlets to power your electronics. The dash
features centrally located controls as well as knock-outs
for additional accessory switches and space to add the
accessory audio system.

Kawasaki Teryx Side-x-Sides are built to dominate the most demanding trails. With the perfect combination of rugged
sport performance and useful capability, the Teryx is up for a variety of challenges. Backed by the strength of Kawasaki
Heavy Industries Ltd. and the Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty, the Teryx is a versatile Side-x-Side that you
can depend on.

POWERFUL LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

PREMIUM SUSPENSION

BRUTE FORCE 750 4X4i EPS SE

The powerful, liquid-cooled, 783cc SOHC, 4-valve-perATOMIC SILVER
cylinder fuel-injected V-twin engine supplies maximum
power and torque on demand, delivering the muscle to
conquer a wide variety of terrain.

FFERENTIAL

erential control
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hand control, riders
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gh tough terrain.

well balanced to
ottle bodies and
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monitoring allows
better fuel mileage.

ON-DEMAND VARIABLE FRONT DIFFERENTIAL
CONTROL
The unique on-demand variable front differential control
means riders do not need to stop when faced with an
upcoming obstacle. With an easy-to-use hand control, riders
can modulate the front differential to dial in just the right
amount of differential lock to blast through tough terrain.

COMFORT

BRUTE FORCE 750 4X4i EPS SE

Teryx Side-x-Sides are equipped with FOX Podium 2.0
piggyback gas-charged high-performance front and rear
shocks. Independent A-arms ensure superior traction and
comfort over uneven terrain.

FUEL-INJECTED V-TWIN POWER
The fuel-injected, 749cc V-Twin engine is well balanced to
minimize vibration. Fed by dual 36mm throttle bodies and
controlled by a 32-bit CPU the engine packs a major punch
with strong low-rpm torque. Precise fuel monitoring allows
for easy starting, outstanding power and better fuel mileage.

FUEL-INJECTED V-TWIN POWER

HIGH-PERFORMANCE BRAKING

The fuel-injected, 749cc V-Twin engine is well balanced to
minimize vibration. Fed by dual 36mm throttle bodies and
controlled by a 32-bit CPU the engine packs a major punch
with strong low-rpm torque. Precise fuel monitoring allows
for easy starting, outstanding power and better fuel mileage.

Dual-piston calipers in the front and the sealed multi-disc
rear brake system provide exceptional stopping power
even in wet or muddy conditions. Paired with electronically
controlled Kawasaki Engine Brake Control, the Brute Force
750 4x4i makes steep descents easy.

Teryx Side-x-Sides come equipped with stadium-style highATOMIC SILVER
back bucket seats, adjustable sliding driver seat, hinged
doors, and DC outlets to power your electronics. The dash
features centrally located controls as well as knock-outs
forBRAKING
additional accessory switches and space to add the
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
accessory
audio
system.
Dual-piston calipers in the
front and the
sealed
multi-disc
rear brake system provide exceptional stopping power
even in wet or muddy conditions. Paired with electronically
controlled Kawasaki Engine Brake Control, the Brute Force
750 4x4i makes steep descents easy.

POWERFUL LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE

HIGH-PERFORMANCE BRAKING
Dual-piston calipers in the front and the sealed multi-disc
rear brake system provide exceptional stopping power
even in wet or muddy conditions. Paired with electronically
controlled Kawasaki Engine Brake Control, the Brute Force
750 4x4i makes steep descents easy.

The powerful, liquid-cooled,
783cc SOHC, 4-valve-perBUILT STRONG TO DOMINATE
THE TRAILS

cylinder fuel-injected V-twin engine supplies maximum
to

The Brute Force 750 packs serious power. These dependable, sporty ATVs have the muscle to take on a variety of
andsolid
torque
on demand,
the commuscle
terrain with rugged strength and sure-footedpower
agility. With
construction,
a powerfuldelivering
engine and all-day
fort, the Brute Force 750 is equipped for adventure.
conquer a wide variety of terrain.

ON-DEMAND VARIABLE FRONT DIFFERENTIAL
CONTROL

FUEL-INJECTED V-TWIN POWER

HIGH-PERFORMANCE BRAKING

The fuel-injected, 749cc V-Twin engine is well balanced to

Dual-piston calipers in the front and the sealed multi-disc

